
Regents Review Latin American Revolutions 2018
Global Studies

A) the Middle East B) western Africa
C) South Asia D) Latin America

1) Toussaint L'Ouverture, Simón Bolívar, and José de San Martín led
independence movements in

A) People in both regions were fighting for freedom from England.
B) Strong French monarchs led revolutions in Latin America.
C) Revolutions in both regions were based on the idea of natural rights.
D) The French Revolution was modeled after revolutions in Latin America.

2) Which statement about the French and Latin American revolutions is
accurate?

A) European colonial policies B) indigenous ethnic rivalries
C) urban development D) religious divisions

3) The Haitian Revolution and the Sepoy Rebellion happened in response to

A) Sahara Desert B) Andes Mountains
C) Great Rift Valley D) Strait of Malacca

4) Which geographic feature presented an obstacle to Simón Bolívar's forces?

A) Causes for Bismarck's Rise to Power
B) Factors of the Haitian Revolution
C) Results of the Munich Pact
D) Situations Contributing to the Zionist Movement

5) Base your answer to the following question on the partial outline below and
on your knowledge of social studies.

I. _________________________________
A. Ideas from the American Revolution spread.
B. Enslaved persons burned sugar fields and rebelled against French
slave owners.
C. Toussaint L'Ouverture organized rebels.

Which title best completes this partial outline?

A) Democracy became the dominant political system in Latin America.
B) European colonialism replaced the independent governments of Latin

America.
C) Many Latin American countries achieved independence.
D) Countries in Latin America deported most people with European

ancestry.

6) What was one effect of the Latin American revolutions of the 19th century?

A) Berlin Conference
B) doctrine of liberation theology
C) American and French Revolutions
D) writings of Count Camillo di Cavour

7) The struggles for political independence in Latin America during the early
1800s were most directly influenced by the

A) religion was a major cause of the conflicts
B) Spanish-born peninsulares led most of the Latin American uprisings
C) nationalism had little influence on the outcome
D) events in North America and Europe influenced Latin Americans

8) A study of the revolutions in Latin America in the 19th century would show
that

A) Latin America B) the Middle East
C) Vietnam D) Japan

9) The Enlightenment and the American Revolution were both major influences
on 19th-century uprisings in

A) encouraged nationalism
B) relied on diplomatic negotiations
C) established a representative form of government
D) rebelled against imperialism

10) One similarity in the actions of Simón Bolívar and Napoleon Bonaparte is
that both leaders

A) It encouraged the British to meet the demands of the people.
B) It promoted regional cooperation to solve economic problems.
C) It provided ideas for making political changes.
D) It was a model for peaceful solutions to political conflicts.

11) How did the French Revolution affect the Latin American independence
movements?

A) Marxist ideology
B) the Aztec wars against Hernando Cortés
C) liberation theology
D) the American and the French Revolutions

12) The 19th-century independence movements in Latin America were
influenced by

A) encouraged a spirit of nationalism in their people
B) denied voting rights to the citizens after gaining control of their nation
C) opposed the territorial expansion of the United States
D) followed the ideas of Marx in establishing a government

13) Giuseppe Garibaldi, Thomas Jefferson, and Simón Bolívar were similar in
that each

A) The political power of the Roman Catholic Church was eliminated.
B) The right to vote was extended to all people.
C) Political power was no longer held by people of European ancestry.
D) Strong nationalistic feelings led to many new nations.

14) Which was a major political change in Latin America in the 19th century?

A) Nations of Latin America won independence.
B) Revolutions occurred in North America and France.
C) The Napoleonic wars weakened Spain's power.
D) Creoles and Mestizos became discontented with Spanish rule.

15) Which of these situations was the direct result of the other three?

A) a Latin American nationalist B) a Portuguese explorer
C) a Roman Catholic bishop D) a Spanish conquistador

16) "I will never allow my hands to be idle nor my soul to rest until I have
broken the chains laid upon us by Spain."

This statement was most likely made by

A) landholding reforms B) trade restrictions
C) female suffrage D) a minimum-wage law

17) In the 19th century, opposition to the encomienda system in Latin America
demonstrated the need for


